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Flexible Accounting & ERP Software Solutions

AIS FastEntry for AccountMate

With its simple user interface, advanced integration, and 
fewer moving parts than other remote tracking apps, AIS 
FastEntry speeds up the processes of posting time updates 
and tracking activity statuses. 

Get complete tracking of job status, labor hours, materials 
used and finished goods—your workers can instantly 
send details automatically from their Android phone that 
automatically post to AccountMate's payroll, job costing, 
manufacturing, and project management.

An AIS Project 
Manager Tool

No more guessing on 
profitability—know 

exactly what your job 
status is and where 

you can improve your 
margins on the next job.



Do you need faster field-level time entry?

Any worker can quickly learn how to log in to FastEntry on their phone to “punch in” and start the time 
clock. Then they simply scan a bar code or tap a button each time they start work on a new job, change 
the type of work they’re doing, or use additional materials for their project.

 f It's directly integrated with AccountMate which means you do not have to purchase user  
 licenses for job sites because all the tracking happens on remote devices. 

 f It costs less per user than other time card apps because of its unique multi functions and    
 universal development.

Everything is connected. That means the time, materials and finished goods data in AccountMate also 
makes it easier to manage projects, do job costing, and track your profitability.

Get true costing 
of your jobs

Each worker’s phone scans 
bar codes associated with 
the job number and type of 
work they are doing, while it 
keeps track of the time they 
spend.

FastEntry automatically 
associates all time and 
materials used to the 
appropriate orders in 
AccountMate. This makes 
job costing and assessing 
profitability easy and 
accurate.

Simplify your project management and communications

 f When workers use FastEntry to log their time spent and to scan in materials as they use  
 them, this information immediately appears in AccountMate.

 f This gives you transparency across the company. Users can see the Activity Statuses change  
 as time and materials are entered from the field or shop floor. For manufacturers, finished   
 goods can be posted as well, giving all users awareness that the Job is ready for delivery   
 without any phone calls or emails. 

 f When everything is interconnected like this, your whole team has visibility into the project.  
 Requirements planning is simplified, work is documented as it happens, and profitability is   
 easily assessed.
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Flexible deployment options

Use FastEntry by itself, or as part of AIS Project Manager to manage and build complex or custom jobs 
Track time for payroll only, or add tracking for materials and finished goods, too:

 f Payroll: Posts time to payroll

 f Manufacturing: Posts time, materials and finished goods to work orders

 f Field Services & Installation: Posts time and/or materials to jobs

 f Project Management: Simplify processes, improve communication, gain strategic visibility

Keep track of labor hours by person, materials used, and finished goods on hand—and automatically 
assign these to job numbers and work orders that also roll up to sales orders.

How AIS FastEntry works

Remote Time Entry

 f Workers use their phone to log in and start the clock. They scan a bar code for the job
  number, work order number, and/or labor type to track their time against. Or they can
 touch a button on their screen instead of scanning a bar code.

 f When that work is finished, workers simply scan a new number to start tracking their
 time against their next project. 

 f Time logs are automatically uploaded to the payroll system along with the codes to 
 automatically assign that time to the appropriate job, work order, and/or type of labor.
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Remote Material Entry

 f Workers use their phones to scan  
 in the materials they use as they   
 work, which automatically   
 assigns those materials to   
 the current job number.

Remote Finished Goods Entry

 f Workers manufacturing goods can  
 use a phone to mark them   
 as finished and put away, by   
 recording the quantity per   
 line item for a job number, work   
 order, or for general    
 inventory. This will update   
 the amount available on hand. 



AIS: A technology partner that lowers your cost and risk

Get FastEntry for your business

The first step is to have a conversation with us about how your business tracks remote work today versus 
how you want to track it.  Reach out to us today. We look forward to learning about your business and 
discussing technology automation that will make your work easier.  
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Analysis & Information Services, Inc. 
Timonium, MD
(410) 561-0778

info@ais-web.com

People don’t expect it, but once they see what’s possible, they generate business ideas on a 
higher level. Let’s start a conversation about your custom automation solution.

Please click here to 
schedule a 30-minute 
consultation with AIS 

ais-web.com

With this personalized assistance, plus flexible technology, companies can have their wish lists 
fulfilled. Low cost and high impact changes bring high-value benefits. You have more time to 
implement growth opportunities and explore what else your company is capable of. 

Modular tools are available that snap-in, if and when they're needed. A flexible system lasts for 
decades. Many of our clients were burned by previous mid-tier or high-end solutions that cost 
them millions and never produced a positive result. With AIS, people soon discover that they can 
stop hesitating and start moving their business forward––and faster. Together we can quickly 
implement powerful changes and innovations with a very high return on your investment. 

AIS uses software to build a system that allows people 
to respond to what happens in their business in a way 
that's designed to be easily modified. 

Our experts first listen to people at all levels of the 
company before designing a solution. They compare 
current processes to what they could be, mapping 
business pains to positive solutions. That assessment is 
the human part.
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